
Track Building Tips
Read this in its entirety before starting your track build.



Advanced Planning - Elevations
While sketching your track layout, you should plan general elevations of both track and scenery.
• 8” – 12” of elevation change adds a nice vertical dimension to the layout.
• At least 4” of clearance is required at the overpass to clear your tallest slot cars.

• ½” thick MDF is surprisingly flexible, and can be manipulated into hills and slight banking for turns.
• However, don’t “wedge” the MDF too much, or you may close the groove.

4” of vertical clearance between the roadway and the 
underside of an overpass is all that is required for 
clearance to a Fly big rig.  There is still clearance for LED 
strip lighting, or some decorative styrene “beams”.

You can see how much 
the elevation was 
manipulated by bending 
the MDF.  This was 4” 
over a 6 foot distance.

A maximum rise of 8” 
over a 6 foot distance is 
recommended! 



Advanced Planning - Elevations
While sketching your track layout, you should plan general elevations of both track and scenery.
• Scenery elevations that complement the track are more realistic, like a rolling ridge that has a relatively 

consistent form from one side of the layout to the other.
• You will want to pick colors of the rock, earth, and vegetation from the area that you are modeling.  I 

chose the Upper Mid-West for its rock faces and smooth rolling hills and abundant evergreen trees. 
• Summer time racing is typically modeled, so vibrant greens and brighter/appealing foliage colors.

Most CNC Track Design layouts are going to have an overpass.  Thus, there 
are going to be areas of exposed rock faces and/or steep embankments.  
Here is an example of one area that I modeled.  The image at left , (before 
planting trees), shows how color can be used to indicate low areas.

You can see from the lack of leaves on the trees, that these pictures were taken during a 
“Road Trip” in the Fall.  This helped to expose the rock faces so I could choose appropriate 
Woodland Scenics tints for my plaster rock castings.  Bragdon Enterprises makes a huge 
variety of large latex rubber rock molds.



Advanced Planning - Adjacent Space
The adjacent space in and around your layout can be filled with functional and track side accessories.
• Track extensions like run-off areas, locations for barriers and guard rails, berms, pit lane and access roads.
• Locations for structures such as control tower, grand stands, flag man crows nest, foot bridges, pit building, 

refreshment/dining areas, media and/or medical centers, etc.
• Containment features such as fencing, or natural barriers like rock walls, ponds, forests, etc.
• Decide where you are going to put lighting or run additional wires for features.

• It is much easier to run wiring before all of the track and/or scenery is laid in place.

Two examples of run-off areas with berms, sand and “natural” grassy ridge.  
Guard rails are Scalextric and cement barrier in right corner of lower image 
is from Ninco. 



Advanced Planning - Storage Space
Plan space around the edge and under your layout for storing of cars, scenery supplies, tools and such.
• A garage for storing or displaying cars or dioramas can be a nice space filler.
• My table top is 30” above the floor, enough clearance for two bins stacked vertically and “vintage” cabinets.



Table Structure - Open Grid
A routed slot car track from ½” MDF is relatively heavy.  However, the table doesn’t need to be supported on 
multiple sides for stability.  Its sheer weight will make it relatively stable, if the sub-structure is stiff.
• Often the best (most accessible) layouts are peninsula style, where they are fixed on one end, (blue wall).
• The table has to be relatively sturdy, I used an open grid of 4’ x 4’ squares made from 2” x 4” wood, 

supported every 8’ by wooden legs with thread insert adjustable feet to make the table perfectly level.
• I used Spax #9 fasteners for everything but the track surface.  Found some grey deck screws that matched 

the color of the track.

Note:  The 2’ x 4’ grid is 
doubled down the center.

2’ x 4’ legs are on each side of the 
grid, spaced 8’ apart.  I also added a 
few extra legs in other locations for 
added support, as sometimes you 
have to crawl on top of the track to 
work on scenery.



Track Orientation
Your CNC Track Design layout will come with two un-finished ends.
• This will allow you to manipulate elevation change, and have extra track length in the X and Y directions to 

trim the track to a perfect fit.
• You will want to tie the track pieces together that have the most elevation or camber manipulation, and 

save the most planar section for final trimming.

In this case, these two 
pieces are used to 
manipulate in the X and Y 
directions. The track 

build starts 
here, where 
the table will 
be anchored 
against a wall.

Yes, this is a big layout, (20’ x 30’)!  That is a 
full sized Suburban, for reference.



Track Assembly
The track sections are joined together with a 2” x 4”.
• The 2” x 4” is drilled with 8 thru holes (for a 4 lane layout) of ¼” diameter minimum (slightly larger is OK to 

avoid the need to filing) to match up with the locations of the braid.
• You don’t want the two adjacent holes to touch, to keep the braid separated, so don’t go much larger 

than ¼”!

8 holes for the 4 lane track are 
aligned with the gains in the slots 
above.  Take care to keep the holes 
separated, so the braids have no 
chance of touching/shorting. 

This 2” x 4” is the width of the track 
and joins the two track sections 
together.



Track Assembly
The track sections are joined together with a 2” x 4”.
• The 2” x 4” is drilled with 8 thru holes (for a 4 lane layout) of ¼” diameter minimum (slightly larger is preferred 

to avoid the need to filing) to match up with the locations of the braid.
• Only 3 screws per piece of track at each joint are necessary for attaching the track sections to the joining 2” x 4”.

• Screw heads should be countersunk flush with the racing surface.
• The screw in the center of the track may want to be slightly offset from true center if the joint is in the 

possible tire drift line, in the center of a turn.

In the case of a poor surface height 
match between two adjoining track 
sections, a piece of shim stock, 
(paper, or metal) can be used.  It is 
unlikely that you will have to use 
more than a 0.004” – 0.010” shim.

Center screws are offset towards the 
white lane to provide an un-
interrupted drift path for the car in 
the blue lane.



Track Assembly
The track sections are joined together with a 2” x 4”.
• The 2” x 4” is drilled with 8 thru holes (for a 4 lane layout) of ¼” diameter minimum (slightly larger is 

preferred to avoid the need to filing) to match up with the locations of the braid.
• Only 3 screws per piece of track are necessary for attaching the track sections to the joining 2” x 4”.

• Screw heads should be countersunk flush with the racing surface.
• The screw in the center of the track may want to be slightly offset from true center if the joint is in the 

possible tire drift line, in the center of a turn.
• The outer screws can be quite a distance from the racing line, (red dashed).

.
Center screws are offset towards the 
white lane to provide an un-
interrupted drift path for the car in 
the blue lane.



Track Support
The open grid table provides area for fitting additional “stringers” for anchoring the track.
• Track is supported and manipulated for elevation changes with simple supports, tied to the table grid.

• The underside of the track surface should be “isolated” with some damping foam or cork.  I used 
floating hardwood floor padding.  It was softer than the rubber impregnated cork that I bought from 
McMaster Carr.

Floating hardwood floor 
padding used to isolate 
track from table structure.

I tried to use reclaimed wood 
whenever possible, especially when 
out of sight…



Track Support
The open grid table provides area for fitting additional “stringers” for anchoring the track.
• Once the majority of the track is joined and elevations are roughed in by clamping the track in place, final 

tweaking of the layout on the table grid can occur and the final joining track pieces can be scribed for final 
cut.
• I would suggest that this final cut NOT take place after 10:00 PM at night when you are beat from 

flogging on the track all day.  My track shows evidence of the “Whoops” that can occur when you don’t 
“measure twice and cut once”.  

Don’t know how I could’ve made 
such an error!  Should have hid it 
with Bondo…

Probably an appropriate time to 
mention that MinWax makes a “High 
Performance Wood Filler”.  It is a 2 
part epoxy that is essentially Bondo. 
Comes in a 12 oz can.  It works well 
for covering up “Whoops” on MDF.



Track Prep for Paint
I am going to give you some sage advice:
• Radius the edges of each track section where they butt together for the braid, before assembling the track!

• It is much easier and faster when you can have fuller strokes with your needle file, (approx. 0.240” width).
• This is a tedious, miserable job!

It does not have to be 
“perfect” but any amount of 
radius here helps so the braid 
doesn’t “bunch up” and create 
a speed bump!



Track Prep for Paint
I am going to give you some sage advice:
• Paint the track including the groove/gain while the track is still in sections!

• Avoid the back breaking “reaching” that I had to do.  
Steps

1. Make sure each piece of track is 
perfectly clean of any routing 
“fuzz”, dust, finger oil residue, or 
contaminants in general.  Note:  
Fuzz can be removed with scotch 
brite pad or dry wall sandpaper.

2. Prime both sides of each track 
section with an oil based 
sealer/primer, (preferably white).

3. Sand racing surface with 400 grit 
sand paper.

4. 2nd coat of oil based 
sealer/primer on racing surface 
including groove/gain.

5. Sand racing surface with 400 grit 
sand paper.

6. Spray racing surface with oil 
based enamel color coat.

7. Sand racing surface with 400 grit 
sand paper.  

8. Tape over the gain.  Cut the 
gain/groove portion of tape 
away.

9. Paint each lane with oil based 
enamel in desired color.

10. 2nd coat of oil based enamel 
color in each lane.



Pin Striping the Edge of the Track
Now is a good time to pin stripe the edge of the track, (to avoid getting paint on the tape or braid).
• Recommend having a person with Road Racing Experience help you lay out the “Racing Lines”.

• I had the good fortune of having the famous Dwight Woodbridge help me.
• You must use Automotive pin striping tape for nice sharp lines.  I used 3M Scotch Brand in a variety of 

widths, depending on how tight the radius I was creating.  I made my edge of track stripe 0.25” wide, and the 
FIA kerbing 0.5” wide.  Mine is painted.  Alternatively could use vinyl striping tape as a much easier option.

Plan is to model sand run-off 
areas with tan textured material.



Laying Tape
I would highly recommend you do NOT get the pre-taped braid!
Also it is highly recommended that you do not order your tape until you are absolutely ready to lay it!
• You want tape that has not been sitting around, either on a shelf or in an area of high humidity.

Before laying the tape, the gain needs to be perfectly clean, free of dust and dry.
• Laying the tape is relatively easy, and if you goof-up, you can usually pull it up without damaging the paint 

on the gain.  You want the braid to butt up against the shoulder of the gain, so the tape should be butted as 
well.

Want tape and braid to be 
butted up against the shoulder 
of the gain.

Laying the tape or braid is hard 
enough, laying them both at the 
same time would be doubly 
difficult!



Braiding – Frequently Asked Questions
Question:  Why do you “Dreamers” at CNC Track Design charge so much for routing the gain?  I plan to route my 
own gain, but was wondering if the braid should be proud or recessed, relative to the top of the track.  Seems it 
should be slightly proud, like the rails on plastic track, since that is what most of the slot cars are designed to run on.

Not so Obvious Answer:  We are “Psycho’s” at CNC Track Design.  We lament for hours on making test cuts, 
adjusting the router depth, and perfecting our sweep technique to get the gain at the perfect depth so the top of 
the braid is flush +/- 0.005” with the top of the MDF.  We check each track section to make sure the density of the 
MDF is consistent and didn’t throw our depth off.  So you are paying for our time/attention to detail/precision.  
Ideally, we shoot to get the braid with tape 0.002”- 0.005” below the top of the MDF.  Want to protect the braid 
from drifting silicone tires which can abuse the edge of the braid if proud of the racing surface.

I had to hunt to find some 
spots where my braid is 
getting torn up.  Green lane 
has some rough edges, 
probably from poor seating of 
braid up against gain.

The inner edge of the braid is 
the most exposed to getting 
“Rolled” by drifting silicone 
tires.  Can’t do much about 
that other than to make sure 
the braid has full adhesion 
with the tape.



Braiding – Frequently Asked Questions
Obvious Question:  Why don’t you just braid the whole track with one continuous piece of braid?
• Would eliminate all but one of the joints, plus all of the connections to terminal blocks, eyelet connections, and 

all the other nonsense that goes with it like having to feed the braid through a little slot at each track section.
• From a performance perspective - seems like that would have the least current drop.
• Would eliminate the painful job of hand radius the edge of each track section where the braid rolls through.

Not so Obvious Answer:  You have to account for the change in humidity on track growth which leads to strain on 
the braid.  A single loop of braid will eventually encounter too much strain and start to pull away from the edge of 
the gain, especially at the ends of the track.  The braid will pull inward and crowd the groove.  Copper tape just 
breaks, and eventually results in dead spots on the track.  Thus braid is still the best (low maintenance) solution.

Question:  What do you use to clean the track and braid, especially if you haven’t used the track in a while?

Answer:  Track Surface  - I use a Swiffer duster on a wand.  It works remarkably well and the wand helps to reach 
those distant areas.

Braids - The braids require more effort.  They will build up an oxidized layer over time.  The best cleaner is a very 
diluted (like 50:1) ZEP Industrial Purple degreaser on a folded up paper towel.  You should use latex gloves when 
working with the ZEP because even highly diluted it is very strong.



Laying Braid
Laying braid is best done as a 2 Man job.
• One person handles the roll of braid and wipes it with > 90% Isopropyl Alcohol (or Mineral Spirits) on a clean 

rag, and the other person is focused on just laying the braid while not inducing any tension/strain on it.
• I had the famous Laerte Zatta help me with this, and it was quite a job.

One down, 3 to go…

By now you are probably wondering 
what you got yourself into.  It is a lot 
of work!  However, you will forget all 
that pain after the first lap.  When 
you get all of the lanes working and 
you start racing, then it will really 
seem worthwhile!



Connecting the Braid Ends
At each junction of track sections, the braid is pushed through the filed slot and left hanging.
• Why wouldn’t you just braid the whole track with one continuous loop?  

• See FAQ, on slide 18.
• Tracks are always braided in sections.  At each section the braid is joined together under the track.

• Cheapest method to join braid is by twisting together with wire nuts.
• The Engineer method is to solder on eyelets, and join in an insulated junction block.

• This has been super reliable for me.

Loose braid ends are soldered into #6 ring terminals, covered with ¼” heat shrink tubing, and connected to terminal block. 



Placement of Driver’s Stations
Probably the most important consideration for placement of the Driver’s stations is line-of-sight to as much of 
the race track as possible.
• This is pretty much done by standing at different parts of the track and seeing where the least obstruction 

occurs for each lane.
• Another factor to consider is placing Drivers close to their toughest corner.

• They may be less likely to crash there if they are “right on top of the situation”, so to speak.
• I think it is good to have Driver’s stations on both sides of the track.

• Gives a completely different perspective on the layout, which helps make it more interesting.
• Puts Drivers on both sides of the track, so if no Marshals are present, the Drivers can Marshal more 

areas of the track with less effort.
• Spreads Drivers out so they are not blocking each other’s line-of-sight, especially if someone leans 

forward.
• Lastly, the Driver’s stations should be equidistant (or at least have same length of wiring) from the Professor 

Motor wiring center.

For more reading on track power and controllers, please reference the “Track Power” button under Helpful 
Links on the CNC Track Design website.


